
Welcome to the walk through for chapter 2 update 0.8  This update contains 1 

major event and some 2 important short events which sets ups future events  

 

Dating stats and corruption of characters will effect more in this update 

 

 

Day 29 

Bathroom 

Big event with Emma 

Divided in to 2 

MC dating sunny  

Later in the last update if mc was dating sunny than mc will option whether he  

wants to go home with sunny or leave with james and marcus 

If mc leaves with sunny than emma event will be skipped  

if mc join james and marcus than emma event will trigger  

 

MC not dating sunny 

Later in the last update if mc didn’t dated sunny than mc meet will tracy and will  

have a option whether to go home alone or go with james and marcus 

If mc goes home alone than emma event will be skipped  

if mc join james and marcus than emma event will trigger  

 

Emma event 

Alpha route (to get alpha ending and all scenes mc will have to genuinely date 

emma not in the cuckold route)  



Beta route (to get beta ending and all scenes mc will have to be in cuckold route 

with emma) 

In the beta route we have the first six sense which involve marcus and emma 

scenes under the blanket which mc can’t see.  to unlock it use code 

six sense code :- 646769 

 

to use six sense code it’s just like gallery unlocker but just different 

press esc than you will find six sense option in the menu option click on it and 

than put code and after that go to preference and click on six sense and it’s 

activated now, i reccomand you unlock it at the start of the emma event or you 

could miss the scene.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Day30 

if you are dating tracy then you will have moring breakfast scene with tracy  

or else  

marcus will show up and you will have breakfast with marcus ,sunny and tracy 

 

If dating with maude  

you will get ride with her and have intimate moments in her house  

or else  

you will leave college with marcus 

 

Third class with karla 

there is just one extra scene  if dating with karla  

 

 

(Mc and tracy cleaning ) this event will only trigger if mc is dating tracy 

mc will help tracy cleaning and later lead to both of them tanning in living room 

A important choice  

(kiss her badly) choosing this will reasult in first actual sex with tracy 

(Don’t risk it) choosing this will reasult in no sex with tracy in this event 

 

 

 

 



 

(Marcus visit) this event will only trigger if mc is not dating tracy 

mc will see marcus and tracy cleaning in kitchen and later mc will have a option 

 

(Alright) this will lead to marcus and tracy tanning alone 

(let me help, i can work on tanning...) this choice is WIP and will also locked in 

later update if mc has confidence below 50.  this will lead to mc marcus and 

tracy tanning 

 

Later after couple of hours tracy will return to mc room and if  

her corruption is more than 15 than she will tan with marcus alone  

or else  

she will ask you to tan with her you will have choice wether to tan or not  

(this is WIP) 

 

Ending 

Marcus deal 

options 

(fuck off marcus) this will lead to hate ntr route again 

(I...I need some time) this will lead to neural with marcus deal  

(OK, I”ll accept)  this will lead to like ntr route again 

 

all the above options will have different consequnces in the future and also will  

have diiferent scenes in this update as well 

 



Gallery code : 191317 

Six sense code: 646769 

Thank you for your continued support!  


